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Abstract

Active Network Management (ANM) technologies represent an effective tool for increasing the penetration of Distributed
Generators (DGs) in electrical distribution systems. Under normal operating conditions, these technologies allow a
massive integration of renewable generation without exceeding rated values of electrical equipment. In addition to
that, these technologies can be used to restore the supply when there is a network outage, yet this additional use
has been commonly neglected in reliability studies. In this paper a novel methodology to assess the contribution of
ANM technologies to reliability of distribution networks is proposed. Technologies like renewable DGs with controllable
output power, on-load tap-changers (OLTCs) transformers, demand control solutions and soft open points (SOPs) are all
included in the reliability study. Coordinated operation of these technologies during outages and performance of multi-
terminal SOPs are also modelled and evaluated. The proposed methodology was tested on two distribution networks.
The contribution of different ANM technologies to reliability was assessed and their benefits confirmed.

Keywords: Active Network Management, Distribution Networks, Optimisation, Reliability Assessment, Soft-Open
Points.

Nomenclature

Indices and sets:

i, k Indices of nodes

gcp Index of primary substations

g Index of conventional DGs

gr Index of renewable DGs (variable resource)

s Index of SOPs

L Set of lines

T Set of lines with OLTC transformers

NT Set of lines without OLTC transformers

D Set of loads with demand management

ND Set of loads without demand management

G Set of conventional DGs

GCP Set of substations

GN Set of on-off renewable generators

GC Set of adjustable output renewable DGs

S Set of SOPs

SC Set of SOPs connections

Parameters:

βI Interruption cost per unit of energy in loads
with demand management

βh Interruption cost per unit of energy in loads not
equipped with demand management

α, β, γ Cost-function coefficients for power supply

csops Operational cost of SOPs

Pi,c, Qi,c Demand in the nodes for cluster c

φik OLTC transformer angle

gsi , bsi Shunt conductance and susceptance at node i

gik, bik Conductance and susceptance in line ik

bsik Branch charging susceptance in line ik

V min
i , V max

i Voltage magnitude lower and upper limits

Smax
ik Apparent power limit on line ik

tmin
ik , tmax

ik Tapping lower and upper limits

Smax
gcp Apparent power limit of substation gcp

Pmin
g , Pmax

g Active power limits of conventional DGs

Qmin
g , Qmax

g Reactive power limits of conventional DGs

Qmin
gr , Qmax

gr Reactive power limits of renewable DGs
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Smax
gr Capacity of renewable DGs

νgr,c Availability of renewable resources (between 0
and 1)

Smax
si Capacity of SOP terminal si

as, bs, cs Coefficients of the losses function of a SOP

Variables:

Vi, θi Voltage magnitude and angle at node i

Pgcp, Qgcp Power in the substations

Pg, Qg Power in conventional DGs

Pgr, Qgr Power in intermittent renewable DGs

P line
ik , Qline

ik Power flow in line from i to k

tik Tap magnitude for OLTC transformers

σi,c Ratio of load curtailment at node i

δgr Binary variable for on-off renewable DGs

P sop
si , Qsop

si Power injection of SOP s to node i

Ssop
s Apparent power in the SOP

P loss sop
si SOP losses in the side of node i

Isopsi Current injection magnitude of SOP to node i

1. Introduction

A key objective in modern electrical distribution sys-
tems is to provide customers with a reliable supply [1].
However, faults in distribution lines and other electrical
equipment lead to outages if no countermeasures are taken.
The energy that is not delivered to customers during these
events impacts the system reliability and produces impor-
tant economical losses [2]. Different solutions such as net-
work reconfiguration are typically applied to restore the
supply and solve these issues [2]. Active Distribution Net-
works (ADNs) have given rise to new opportunities to
improve reliability and it is of interest to evaluate their
impact on network planning [3, 4]. However, ADNs in-
crease the operational complexity and conventional meth-
ods used to calculate reliability cannot be seamlessly ap-
plied [5]. Therefore, new solutions for reliability evaluation
are emerging in the literature [4].

ADNs are introduced to facilitate the integration of
DGs. The installed technology can also be used to re-
store the supply during interruptions and, consequently,
to improve reliability [6]. Nevertheless, the massive inte-
gration of DGs introduces important technical challenges
especially if their output power cannot be controlled [7].
For example, voltage and thermal constraints in network

equipment are often difficult to manage and these prob-
lems can be reduced by using ANM technologies [8]. Ex-
amples of ANM solutions are DGs with controllable active
and reactive power injection, OLTC transformers with dy-
namically adjusted taps, loads with regulable demand and
soft-open points (SOPs) [9] —a SOP is a power-electronic-
based device that replaces a normally-open point (NOP)
and controls active and reactive power exchanges between
feeders. The operation of these technologies should be co-
ordinated and optimised during the normal operation of
the network [8, 9]. However, the control capabilities of
ANM can be also used during service interruptions to re-
store the supply. Therefore, ANM can have a significant
impact on reliability and should be evaluated. This repre-
sents the main objective of this paper.

Some methodologies have already been proposed to as-
sess the reliability of ADNs with different ANM technolo-
gies [4]. Contribution of DGs to reliability has been ex-
tensively studied in the literature for both conventional
and renewable energy sources [10, 11, 12, 13]. In these
works, the adequacy of generation and demand was anal-
ysed to determine the restoration capability of DGs, while
variability of renewable energy resources was taken into ac-
count by using profiles and clusters, among others [6, 11].
However, additional control features of DGs, such as out-
put power regulation, have been little studied. Demand
response actions during outages were evaluated in [14, 15],
but these studies did not consider DGs. Reliability was
also evaluated by taking into account the contribution of
DGs coordinated with other solutions [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
In [12, 16], the DGs were coordinated with demand re-
sponse systems and their effect studied. Combined use
of DGs and electrical vehicles was evaluated in [17].
In [18, 19, 21], the impact of energy storage together with
renewable DGs was evaluated, while reliability of ADNs
with microgrids that cooperate during interruptions was
evaluated in [22, 20]. In addition to these options, SOPs
can also work in coordination with DGs and other ANM
technologies [9, 23, 24, 25], but their impact on reliability
has not been studied yet. In this paper, a novel reliabil-
ity assessment methodology that optimally coordinates all
previous technologies is proposed, and the impact of SOPs
on reliability is evaluated for first time.

Additional modelling work is necessary for an accurate
evaluation of SOPs and other ANM technologies in re-
liability studies. Several models for two-terminals SOP
devices have been recently proposed in the literature and
applied to optimal operation analyses [9, 26, 24, 27], net-
work reconfiguration [28, 29, 30], optimal allocation and
sizing [31, 32], or coordinated power supply restoration
strategies [33], but not to probabilistic reliability studies.
Models of SOPs with more than two terminals (multi-
terminal SOPs) have been less studied in literature [23, 34]
and have not been analysed in reliability studies. A n-
terminal SOP model —that is proposed in this paper
—will be useful to assess the impact of these devices on
system reliability. In addition to SOPs, reactive power
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balance together with active power balance has to be also
considered for the evaluation of SOPs and ANM. Although
the reactive power balance was included in [14, 15] for
demand response evaluation, it is commonly neglected in
reliability studies of ADNs [20]. Satisfying the network
constraints such as voltage and thermal limits is another
issue that needs to be considered, in particular for stressed
distribution grids with high integration of DGs. ANM and
SOPs can positively contribute to satisfy the constraints,
however, these aspects have been seldom studied in relia-
bility studies [35]. Moreover, different options used for the
restoration of the interrupted supply need to be consid-
ered and modelled in the evaluation, such as restoration
via NOPs, via SOPs and via islanded operation [4]. All the
features mentioned above should be included in the relia-
bility assessment of ADNs —and it is done in this paper.
Such evaluation demands additional modelling complexity
and leads to increased computational efforts. The use of
analytical approaches can help reduce the associated com-
putation times [2].

In this paper, the contribution of ANM to reliability
is evaluated and an analytical methodology proposed for
such evaluation. The impact of controllable DGs, OLTCs
transformers, demand management and SOPs (both two-
terminal and multi-terminal) is included in the reliability
indices calculation. Optimal operation of ANM, reactive
power balance, limits of network constraints and variabil-
ity of generation and demand are also considered in the
methodology for a more realistic evaluation. The contri-
butions of this paper are summarised in the following list:

1. A novel analytical method to calculate reliability in-
dices of ADNs is developed. It includes the effect of
different ANM technologies not considered in reliabil-
ity studies.

2. Optimal and coordinated operation of ANM technolo-
gies, network constraints and active/reactive power
balance are considered in the reliability indices calcu-
lation for an enhanced evaluation.

3. A new model is proposed to evaluate multi-terminal
SOPs in reliability studies.

4. The proposed methodology can assess reliability of
different topologies of ADNs —with post-fault inter-
rupted areas restored via NOPs, via SOPs or via is-
landed operation.

5. The results obtained in two test systems show the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed methodology and the con-
tribution of ANM to reliability.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, an
overview of reliability assessment in ADNs is presented. In
Section 3, the proposed methodology is presented, while
in Sections 4, 5 and 6 its details described. In Section 7, a
case study consisting of two distribution networks is pre-
sented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
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Figure 1: Distribution system of [37] with additional ANM technolo-
gies.

2. Overview of ADNs and Reliability Assessment

2.1. Description of an Active Distribution Network

Fig. 1 shows an example of an ADN that includes the fol-
lowing controllable technologies: OLTC transformers (T1
and T2), DGs (DG1 to DG7), demand management sys-
tems in nodes 5, 7, 9, 10, and 12, and a SOP between
nodes 9 and 15. With an appropriate ANM scheme, these
technologies could facilitate optimal and safe operation of
the distribution system with high penetration of renewable
energy sources.

The impact of ANM in system studies is commonly
evaluated by assuming normal operating conditions of the
grid [8, 36]. However, in case of network failures, ANM
technologies can be also used to restore the interrupted
supply. The impact of this operating mode on reliability
is analysed in detail in this paper.

2.2. Reliability Assessment and Restoration-of-Supply
Modes

Reliability of distribution systems is evaluated by calcu-
lating the impact of network faults on the customer sup-
ply. For each fault, the operation of protection devices is
simulated and then the areas formed are identified [12].
This process is illustrated in the example of Fig. 2. First,
when a fault occurs, the circuit breaker upstream the fault
is opened and the supply is interrupted for all the cus-
tomers downstream this breaker. Then, the location of
the defective component is identified and the isolators are
opened so that the component is isolated. After this, the
circuit breaker upstream the fault is closed, and the possi-
ble restoration options for the area downstream the fault
are applied in order to reconnect the customers to this
area. Therefore, three areas are formed after a fault iso-
lation [13]. The customers within the fault area remain
disconnected until the defective component is replaced.
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Area upstream 
of the fault

Area 
in fault

Area downstream 
of the fault

Circuit breaker

Primary 
substation

Opened isolators Restoration 
options

Figure 2: Example of areas created by a fault in a MV distribution
network

Meanwhile, the customers connected to the area upstream
of the fault are interrupted until they are reconnected to
the primary substation. For areas downstream of the fault
there are two options to restore the supply [4]:

1. NOP-SOP restoration: Areas are reconnected to an
adjacent feeder by closing a NOP or by operating
a SOP.

2. Islanded restoration: If areas do not have NOPs
nor SOPs, they may be operated in islanded
mode [11]. This means that these areas remain iso-
lated from the main grid until defective components
are repaired and the available DGs in the area are
used to restore the supply. The network must be
equipped with appropriate protections and controls
to apply this option [11].

In both restoration options the generation capacity may be
insufficient to restore all the supply and ANM technologies
can help maximise the partial restoration and improve re-
liability.

3. Proposed Methodology

Fig. 3 shows a flowchart representing the steps of the
proposed methodology. In the step marked with dashed
lines in the figure, optimal operation of ANM technologies
is modelled and its impact on reliability quantified for dif-
ferent network topologies. The technologies that has been
modelled are controllable DGs, OLTC transformers, de-
mand management systems and SOPs (both two-terminal
and multi-terminal).

An analytical probabilistic approach is used for the
methodology implementation to take advantage of its com-
putational efficiency [2]. The following assumptions are
made in accordance with the reliability evaluation prac-
tices and SOP performance:

1. The distribution network is radially operated with the
exception of feeders inter-connected via multiterminal
SOPs.

2. Apart from conventional isolation and restoration ac-
tions on protection devices defined in Section 2.2,
specific network reconfiguration actions can be intro-
duced as inputs for the methodology. For example,

for the definition of network areas that operate in is-
landed mode under specific failure conditions.

3. Protections, communications and control devices do
not fail and operate as expected.

4. Loads are equipped with protections to avoid up-
stream propagation of faults occurred in these loads.

5. SOPs are also equipped with protections to avoid
propagation of faults between adjacent feeders.

Island

Optimal Restoration-of-supply  
Strategy using ANM technologies 

(for the different clusters)

Select network failure

Identify network areas affected by faults

Next 
fault

Gather data 

Restoration mode 
isolated areas?

NOP-SOP modeIsland mode

NOPs/SOPs

Determine restoration feasibility

Quantify fault impact

Calculate reliability indices

Clusters:
- Renewable 
  generation 
- Demand
- Failure rate

Figure 3: Proposed methodology for reliability assessment of ADNs
with ANM technologies installed

The steps of the methodology can be summarised as
follows. Firstly, all the data are gathered. This includes
the network topology, generation and demand profiles and
statistics of component failures. Then, the impact of
each failure is evaluated for the areas described in Sec-
tion 2.2. The restoration capability in those areas is as-
sessed while the uncertainty of renewable generation and
demand during outages is modelled by using probabilistic
clusters [16, 19].These clusters are explained in Section 4.
The impact of network faults is quantified for each cluster
and used for the calculation of the reliability indices as
explained in Section 5. In this calculation, restoration fea-
sibility is assessed for each cluster by taking into account
optimal operation of ANM technologies and constraints of
network elements. The proposed optimisation model for
the evaluation of the restoration feasibility is described in
Section 6.

4. Evaluation of Uncertainties: Renewable Gener-
ation, Demand and Failure Rate

Variability of renewable generation and demand can be
modelled by using clusters of data as proposed in [11, 19].
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In this paper, a clustering technique called k-means is ap-
plied for this purpose [38]. Each cluster (index c) includes
the availability of renewable resources (νgr,c), demand in
nodes (Pi,c, Qi,c) and its annual probability (ρc). The
number of clusters (Nc) is selected by using the graphical
elbow code method [19].

The failure rate of components can vary along the period
of a year as shown in [39]. This effect is considered in
the clusters so that each one has its own annual failure
rate of components. To calculate these rates, the following
method is applied:

1. Divide a year in different time-intervals (for example,
months) and gather the failure probability of these time
intervals. This probability is called ρj,t, where j is the
failure evaluated (Nj is the number of failures) and t
the time interval (Nt is the number of time intervals).

2. Identify the time-intervals of the data points in a clus-
ter.

3. Determine the annual failure rate of each component
for the cluster c in failures per year. This is calculated
as follows:

λj,c = λj

∑Nt

t=1 nt,cρj,t∑Nt

t=1 nt,cρt
(1)

where λj is the average rate of failure j, ρt is the annual
probability of time interval t, and nt,c is the number of
data points within the time interval t, for cluster c.

5. Reliability Indices Incorporating ANM

In this paper, system reliability indices are calculated
as defined in [40]. Examples of these indices are SAIFI
(System Average Interruption Frequency Index), SAIDI
(System Average Interruption Duration Index) and ENS
(Energy Not Supplied).

System level indices are calculated by aggregating indi-
vidual load point indices as the failure rate λi, the outage
duration ri, the annual unavailability Ui and the energy-
not-supplied ENSi:

λi =

Nc∑
c=1

λi,cρc; Ui =

Nc∑
c=1

Ui,cρc; (2)

ri = Ui/λi; ENSi =

Nc∑
c=1

ENSi,cρc; (3)

where λi,c, Ui,c and ENSi,c are the individual reliability
indices for cluster c (clusters as defined in previous sec-
tion). These indices take into account the use of ANM
technologies and are calculated as follows:

λi,c =

Nj∑
j=1

λj,c

(
(1− ξi,c)χi,c + ξi,c

)
(4)

Ui,c =

Nj∑
j=1

λj,c

(
(1− ξi,c)(swD

j + rj)χi,c

+ ξi,c(sw
D
j + rjχi,c)

)
(5)

ENSi,c = P d
i

Nj∑
j=1

λj,c

(
swD

j + rjχi,c

)
(6)

where swD
j is the switching time for the failure j [2], rj

is the repair time for failure j, ξi,c indicates if the switch-
ing time swD

j is longer than the sustained interruption
threshold (ξi,c=1) or shorter (ξi,c=0), and χi,c represents
the restoration feasibility and the ratio of shed power at
load i.

The variable χi,c depends on the network area where
the load i is located (see Fig. 2). For areas upstream of
the fault χi,c is 0, and for faulted areas χi,c is 1. For areas
downstream of the fault, χi,c can take the following values:

• One if restoration for cluster c is unfeasible (IFi,c >
0).

• Zero if restoration is feasible (IFi,c = 0) and the de-
mand cannot be managed at the load point i (i ∈ ND)
inside the area.

• σi,c if restoration is feasible and the demand can be
managed (reduced) at load point i (i ∈ D) in the area.
Variable σi,c represents the ratio of curtailed load.

The variable IFi,c shows if restoration is feasible, and it is
calculated by taking into account the value of σi,c for those
loads without demand management (i ∈ ND) as follows:

IFi,c =
∑

i∈ND

σi,c. (7)

These values of σi,c are determined by evaluating the
restoration strategy described in the following section.

6. Restoration-of-supply Incorporating ANM

An optimisation problem has been formulated to model
the optimal and coordinated restoration with ANM tech-
nologies. The objective function is (8), while the con-
straints are (9)-(31). This is a mixed integer non-linear
problem. All variables are continuous, with exception of
variable δgr that is binary.

min
∑
i∈D

(σi,cPi,cβ
I
i ) +

∑
i∈ND

(σi,cPi,cβ
h)+∑

g∈G

(αgP
2
g + βgPg + γg) +

∑
gcp∈GCP

(βgcpPgcp)+

∑
gr∈{GR,GN}

(βgrPgr + γgr) +
∑
s∈S

csops Ssop
s (8)
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subjected to:∑
gcp∈i

Pgcp +
∑
g∈i

Pg +
∑
gr∈i

Pgr +
∑

si∈SC

P sop
si =

∑
ik∈L

P line
ik + gsi V

2
i + (1− σi,c)Pi,c ∀i (9)

∑
gcp∈i

Qgcp +
∑
g∈i

Qg +
∑
gr∈i

Qgr +
∑

si∈SC

Qsop
si =

∑
ik∈L

Qline
ik − bsiV 2

i + (1− σi,c)Qi,c ∀i (10)

P line
ik =

V 2
i

t2ik
gik −

1

tik
ViVk[gikcos(θi − θk − φik)

+ biksin(θi − θk − φik)] ∀ik ∈ L (11)

P line
ki =V 2

k gik −
1

tik
ViVk[gikcos(θk − θi + φik)+

+ biksin(θk − θi + φik)] ∀ik ∈ L (12)

Qline
ik =− V 2

i

t2ik
(bik +

bsik
2

)− 1

tik
ViVk[giksin(θi − θk − φik)

− bikcos(θi − θk − φik)] ∀ik ∈ L (13)

Qline
ki =− V 2

k (bik +
bsik

2
)− 1

tik
ViVk[giksin(θk − θi + φik)

+ bikcos(θk − θi + φik)] ∀ik ∈ L (14)

(P line
ik )2 + (Qline

ik )2 ≤ (Smax
ik )2 ∀ik ∈ L (15)

(Pgcp)2 + (Qgcp)2 ≤ (Smax
gcp )2 ∀gcp (16)

V min
i ≤ Vi ≤ V max

i ∀i (17)

−π/3 ≤ θi ≤ π/3 ∀i (18)

Pmin
g ≤ Pg ≤ Pmax

g ∀g (19)

Qmin
g ≤ Qg ≤ Qmax

g ∀g (20)

tmin
ik ≤ tik ≤ tmin

ik ∀ik ∈ T (21)

tik = 1 ∀ik ∈ NT (22)

Pgr = δgrνgr,cS
max
gr , Qgr = 0 ∀gr ∈ GN (23)

(Pgr)2 + (Qgr)2 ≤(νgr,cS
max
gr )2 ∀gr ∈ GC (24)

Qmin
gr ≤ Qgr ≤Qmax

gr ∀gr ∈ GC (25)

0 ≤Pgr ∀gr ∈ GC (26)

0 ≤ σi,c ≤1 ∀i (27)∑
si∈SC

P sop
si + P loss sop

si = 0 ∀s (28)

(P sop
si )2 + (Qsop

si )2 ≤ (Smax
si )2 ∀s,∀i, si ∈ SC (29)

P loss sop
si = as(I

sop
si )2 + bsI

sop
si + cs ∀s,∀i, si ∈ SC (30)

(Isopsi )2 =
(P sop

si )2 + (Qsop
si )2

V 2
i

∀s,∀i, si ∈ SC (31)

Definitions of indices, sets, parameters, and variables
used in the formulation are described in the Nomenclature
section.

Using the optimal power flow equations as reference, ad-
ditional extensions are proposed to model in the reliability
assessment the minimisation of the interrupted cost dur-
ing faults, the control capabilities of renewable DGs, the
multi-terminal SOPs, and the restoration of dispatchable
and not-dispatchable loads.

The objective function (8) minimises the interruption
and restoration costs for the analysed fault. The first term
represents the interruption cost of loads equipped with de-
mand management systems. The second term models an
excessive fictitious cost for reducing the demand in loads
that cannot be shed. Although the demand of these loads
cannot be managed, this cost is included in order to guar-
antee that the optimisation problem converges in those
cases where restoration is unfeasible (IFi,c > 0 as defined
in Section 5). The third term represents the operation
costs of conventional DGs, the fourth term represents the
cost of the power injected in a specific point of the distri-
bution system, and the fifth term is the operation costs of
renewable DGs. Generic cost functions have been used to
model these terms, although other different functions can
be used as well [41]. The last term represents the operation
costs of SOPs.

Active and reactive power balances are modelled in (9)
and (10) and take into consideration the ANM actions.
Equations (11)-(12) model the active power flows in the
lines connected between the nodes i-k and k-i respec-
tively, while (13)-(14) model the reactive power flows in
those lines [41]. These equations corresponds to conven-
tional power flow equations where the effect of OLTC
transformers is considered (taps are assumed to be in
the high-voltage side). Capacity limits of power lines
and primary substations connected to the external grid
are included with (15) and (16). Constraints (17)-(18)
keep voltage in nodes (magnitude and angle) within lim-
its. Equations (19)-(20) model active and reactive power
limits of conventional DGs. The upper and lower limits
of the OLTC transformers taps are considered with the
constraints (21)-(22). A continuous variable tij is used to
model the position of taps as applied in other references
for simplicity [41].

Renewable DGs with intermittent generation are mod-
elled with (23)-(26). Two types of DGs are included based
on their features. The first type are on-off DGs (set GN),
which are modelled with (23). The active power output
of these generators cannot be regulated and the reactive
power output is zero. δgr = 1 means the that the DG is
connected, while δgr = 0 means disconnected. With the
second type of renewable DGs (set GC) active and reac-
tive power injection can be adjusted. These are modelled
with (24)-(26) [36]. In (24) the apparent power output of
the DGs is limited by the maximum available renewable
resource and the capacity of the generator, and in (25) the
reactive power output of the DGs is modelled to fulfil its
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Figure 4: Electrical diagram of a multi-terminal SOP interconnect-
ing Ns nodes.

operational limits.
The constraint (27) guarantees that the demand cur-

tailed in nodes is between minimum and maximum values.
In addition, it preserves the power factor of the load.

Multi-terminal SOPs are included in the evaluation.
The electrical diagram of this device is shown in Fig. 4
and the equations proposed for its modelling are (28)-(31).
Equation (28) guarantees active power balance between
the SOP terminals including the power converters losses.
(29) limits the current injected by the converters in each
terminal. The constraint (30) is used to evaluate the losses
of the electronic power converters. A quadratic function
of the current is used to model the losses as in [26, 42].
Finally, equation (31) is used to determine the magnitude
of the current injected by each converter into node i.

7. Case Study

7.1. Test Network Description

Two typical distribution networks have been used to test
the proposed methodology. The first one is the European
MV benchmark distribution network [37] (hereafter EU
Benchmark) and its topology is depicted in Fig. 1. The
second one is the IEEE 33 node network and it is depicted
in Fig. 5. Its demand is 1.7 times the one specified in [43].

All circuit breakers, NOPs and SOPs are telecontrolled,
with switching times of 5 minutes. The switching time of
the isolators is also 5 minutes for those that are telecon-
trolled (marked with T in Figs. 1 and 5), and 1 hour for
those manually operated (not marked with T ).

The DGs and ANM technologies shown in Figs. 1 and 5
have been added to the original networks. The rated power
of DGs and SOPs is shown in these figures, while the re-
active power limit of adjustable DGs is ±0.33 Pmax

gr . The
maximum and minimum position of the taps in OLTCs
transformers are 0.96 and 1.04. The losses of SOP power
converters were neglected, i.e, as, bs and cs are zero.

The impact of ANM was evaluated for two different net-
work topologies. The first topology (NOP-SOP topology)
corresponds to what is shown in Figs. 1 and 5, where the
networks are equipped with NOPs/SOPs. In the second
topology (Islanded topology), the networks have not got
NOPs nor SOPs and islanded operation is applied in or-
der to restore the supply. Apart from these differences,
the Islanded topology has some additional features:
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Figure 5: Single-line diagram of IEEE 33 nodes test network includ-
ing ANM

• The installed capacity of DGs is larger than in the
NOP-SOP topology. In Fig. 1 the capacity of the DG
in node 6 is increased from 0.4 to 0.8 MW and an
additional DG of 1.2 MW is installed in node 8, while
in Fig. 5 a solar and a wind DGs of 1.5 MW are added
to nodes 11 and 12, respectively.

• All the DGs have adjustable active and reactive power
outputs to help make islanded operation feasible.

• The voltage limits are less restrictive (0.9-1 pu for
Islanded versus 0.95-1.05 pu for the NOP-SOP topol-
ogy)

Real data obtained from [44] are used to calculate the
clusters. It includes information on wind and solar re-
sources (νgr), residential and industrial demand (P c

i ) and
energy price in the primary substations (βgcp).

The cost of power interruptions for the controllable loads
(parameter βI

i ) is 2694 $/MWh for residential customers
and 7662 $/MWh for industrial customers. These costs
are obtained from [45]. The type of customer (residential
or industrial) for the EU Benchmark network is as defined
in [37]. It is assumed that all customers are residential
in IEEE 33 node network. The parameter of excessive
cost βh = 50 k$/MWh is assigned to loads without de-
mand management to represent that demand control is not
applied in these loads (as described in Section 6). The co-
efficients of the cost function that models operation cost
of diesel DGs are λg = 0.045 $/MW 2, βg = 87 $/MW
and γg = 25 $, and zero for renewable DGs. These values
are obtained from [46]. It is assumed that the operation
costs of SOPs during power interruptions are negligible
(csops = 0) compared to the rest of the costs in the objec-
tive function.

Annual statistics of power line failures, cables and trans-
formers are obtained from [47], while their monthly prob-
ability of failure (ρj,t, t = 1, .., 12) from [39]. Failures of
renewable DGs are included in the calculation of clusters
by making the resource availability equal to zero when a
DG fails. Simultaneous failures of network components
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with diesel DGs and ANM technologies are neglected be-
cause of their low probability [2]. ENS reliability index is
analysed in the following sections to show the contribution
of ANM and SOPs to reliability.

7.2. Impact of ANM and Network Constraints

In this section a comparison of reliability indices results
is provided when ANM technologies are applied and net-
work constraints considered. The comparison is performed
for both the NOP-SOP and the Islanded topologies. The
following cases are evaluated for each topology:

1. Case Base: network constraints (capacity in lines and
voltage in nodes) and ANM technologies are not con-
sidered and only an adequacy assessment of active
power is performed. This is a common practice for
this type of studies [11, 12].

2. Case Constraints: network constraints are included,
but not ANM technologies nor DGs. The Islanded
topology is not evaluated in this case because it lacks
of DGs.

3. Case Only DG : network constraints and DGs are con-
sidered, but not the ANM technologies.

4. Case DG+ANM : the network constraints and all the
ANM technologies described in Section 7.1 (OLTCs,
controllable DGs, demand management and SOPs)
are included.

The ENS obtained for the four cases and for the two
network topologies (NOP-SOP and Islanded) are shown in
Table 1. There are significant differences between the re-
sults of cases Base and Constraints. When the constraints
were included in the EU Benchmark network, the ENS in-
creased from 4.16 to 27.85 MWh/year in the NOP/SOP
topology, and from 8.44 to 19.88 MWh/year in the Is-
landed topology. Therefore, network constraints have a
significant impact on the reliability.

Results in Table 1 also show that ANM technologies
(case DG+ANM ) achieved a significant reduction of the
ENS compared to the case in which only DGs are used
(case Only DG). In the EU Benchmark network, the
ENS was reduced from 18.16 to 10.31 MWh/year for the
NOP-SOP topology and from 19.88 to 12.79 MWh/year
for the Islanded topology. For the IEEE 33 node net-
work, these topologies provided a reduction from 4.29
to 3.59 MWh/year, and from 4.62 to 4.20 MWh/year, re-
spectively. These results reveal the positive contribution
of ANM to the reliability.

The interruption costs associated to the ENS results
(Table 1) are shown in Table 2. These costs are calcu-
lated by multiplying the ENS obtained for each load point
and the interruption cost per unit of energy βI . The results
show that the application of active network management in
the EU Benchmark network reduces the interruption costs
from 147.2 k$/year in Constraints Case to 46.9 k$/year

Table 1: ENS (MWh/year) for the four cases evaluated

Case EU Benchmark IEEE 33
NOP-SOP Islanded NOP-SOP Islanded

Base 4.16 8.44 3.31 3.93
Constraints 27.85 - 4.44 -
Only DG 18.16 19.88 4.29 4.62
DG+ANM 10.31 12.79 3.59 4.20

in DG+ANM Case. This cost reduction is smaller in the
IEEE 33 nodes network, which goes from 12 to 9.7 k$/year
for the two same cases mentioned previously.

Table 2: Cost of interrupted energy (k$/year) for the four cases
evaluated

Case EU Benchmark IEEE 33
NOP-SOP Islanded NOP-SOP Islanded

Base 10.2 27.4 8.9 10.6
Constraints 147.2 - 12.0 -
Only DG 100.4 73.3 11.6 12.4
DG+ANM 46.9 42.2 9.7 11.3

7.3. Sensitivity Analysis of Renewable Generation

The contribution of ANM to reliability is also evaluated
at different penetration levels of renewable DGs. These
levels are defined by the parameter pl that multiplies the
capacity of the renewable DGs shown in Figs. 1 and 5.
In this analysis, values of pl between 0 and 1.6 are eval-
uated for the NOP-SOP topology. The obtained results
are shown in Fig. 6 for EU Benchmark network and in
Fig. 7 for the IEEE 33 nodes network. These results show
the significant contribution of ANM at different levels of
renewable penetration (differences between Only DG and
DG+ANM in Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Impact of ANM at different DG penetration levels for the
EU Benchmark network

7.4. Impact of each ANM Technology

Another analysis is performed to clarify the sensitivity
of the ENS to each ANM technology. The previously de-
fined NOP-SOP topology is used because it included all
the ANM technologies. Each ANM technology is evalu-
ated for the networks under the following cases: 1) with
the NOPs in the original test networks (With NOP), 2)
with the NOPs and the two-terminals SOP 1 in Figs. 1
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Figure 7: Impact of ANM at different DG penetration levels for the
IEEE 33 buses network

and 5 replacing the corresponding NOP (With SOP), and
3) similar to case 2) but with a three-terminal SOP con-
nected between nodes 7-9-15 of Fig. 1, and 25-29-12 of
Fig. 5. The results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, where the
100 % range represents the range in which reliability can
be improved (i.e, the difference between cases Base and
Constraints defined in Section 7.2). By comparing the ob-
tained results, the following findings are identified:

• OLTC in transformer, alone, hardly improves reliability
(1.2 % in EU Benchmark and 0 % in IEEE 33 nodes).
These results were expected as the control capabilities
of OLTC are limited.

• Demand management (DM ) and DGs (both on-off or
adjustable DGs) improves reliability. Demand manage-
ment reduces ENS 12.4 % in EU Benchmark network
and 14.8 % in IEEE 33 node network, while DGs 34.7-
41 % and in 9.7-12.7 % in both networks respectively.
These results show the potential of these technologies to
actively participate in the power balance during outages.

• The more advanced the control of adjustable DGs is
(Adjust. DG), the larger the improvement in reliability
compared to on-off DGs became (6.2 % in the EU Net-
work, 3 % in the IEEE 33 node network).

• The combination and optimal operation of the ANM
technologies (OLTC, demand management and DGs)
provides an additional and important reduction of the
ENS. This situation can be observed in On-Off DG+DM
and Adjust. DG+DM cases when compared to On-
Off DG and Adjust. DG. For example, an addi-
tional 30 % of improvement was obtained for EU Bench-
mark network.

• Adding the two-terminal SOPs (With SOP (2 terminal))
improves reliability in all the cases shown in Figs. 8
and 9. The improvements are more significant with
DGs: an extra 9 % is obtained for the case On-off DG
+ DM in the EU Benchmark network, and 23.2 % for
the same case in the IEEE 33 node system. Moreover,
the SOP contribution in the IEEE 33 node network is
more pronounced compared to the other ANM technolo-
gies. These improvements are due to the optimal control
of SOPs to transfer power between feeders and provide
reactive power.
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• Replacing the two-terminal by the three-terminal SOP
(With SOP (3 terminal)) provides additional improve-
ments. These improvements are more relevant in those
cases with DGs but not with demand management (On-
off DG and Adjust. DG). In the EU Benchmark, the
most significant additional improvement is of 7.6 % for
the On-off DG case and of 13 % for the On-off DG and
Adjust. DG cases. The extra terminal increases the
capacity to transfer power between areas and supply re-
active power.

8. Conclusion

The impact of ANM on reliability of distribution net-
works has been studied and a novel analytical methodology
proposed to perform the assessment. Technologies like re-
newable DGs, OLTC transformers, controllable loads and
SOPs have been modelled and included in the formulation.
Unlike the existing techniques, the proposed methodology
allows the reliability evaluation in presence of SOPs and
also when ANM technologies are combined. In addition,
the optimal ANM coordination during interruptions and
the operation of multi-terminal SOPs have been included
in the evaluation. All these features are implemented in an
analytical approach in order to avoid the excessive com-
putational burden of the methodology.

Results obtained by applying the methodology to two
different distribution networks confirmed the positive con-
tribution of ANM to the network reliability and its role
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in decreasing the interrupted load. Also, it was found the
ENS was more reduced once ANM technologies were com-
bined and optimally coordinated.

The proposed methodology was also used to assess the
SOP technology and its impact on reliability. It was shown
that by replacing NOPs with two-terminal SOPs a sig-
nificant reliability improvement was achieved. This im-
provement was more visible in the networks that include
DGs thanks to the SOP capacity to control power trans-
fers and supply reactive power. Three-terminal SOPs were
also tested and were found to be more effective than two-
terminal SOPs.

Future research work will include the extension of the re-
liability assessment methodology to assess additional fea-
tures of ANM, the impact os SOPs with more than 3 ter-
minal and the economic benefits provided.
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